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The Post-Alice Blend Of Eligibility And Patentability
By Lewis Hudnell
Law360, New York (July 26, 2017, 12:13 PM EDT) -Although the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int’l set forth
a two-part test for determining patent eligibility, both the Supreme Court and the
Federal Circuit have drawn on other sections of the patent statute to determine
eligibility. As a result, in many instances, patent-eligibility determinations have
resembled patentability determinations. By blending different inquiries under the
patent statute, Alice and its progeny have made determining what constitutes
patent-eligible subject matter unclear and arguably made the patent system
weaker.
Lewis Hudnell
Section 101 expressly states that the categories of patent eligible subject matter
are “subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.”[1] The conditions for
patentability are §§ 102 and 103, which are titled “Conditions for patentability; novelty” and “Conditions
for patentability; non-obvious subject matter,” respectively.[2] Additional requirements for patentability
are set forth in §112, which includes the enablement requirement among others.[3]
The Supreme Court
In determining whether an invention falls into a category of patent eligible subject matter, the Supreme
Court long ago stated that the eligibility inquiry stands wholly apart from other inquiries, such as the
novelty inquiry.[4] But in Mayo v. Prometheus Labs., the Supreme Court retreated from this view,
commenting that the eligibility inquiry and the patentability inquiry “might sometimes overlap.”[5]
Indeed, Mayo injected a novelty or obviousness-like inquiry into the eligibility analysis by finding that
the challenged claims involved “well-understood, routine, conventional activity” and therefore were
ineligible.[6] In fact, courts and commentators reading Mayo have compared this inquiry to an
obviousness analysis under § 103.[7] Drawing on Mayo, Alice applied this same inquiry in evaluating
whether computer-implemented-intermediate-settlement claims recited an inventive concept.[8] As
such, Alice introduced the use of patentability considerations to determine whether claims directed to
an abstract idea are patent eligible.
The Federal Circuit
Not surprisingly, the Federal Circuit followed the Supreme Court’s lead in looking to other sections of
the patent statute to find claims ineligible. What is surprising, however, is that several of the Federal

Circuit’s post-Alice decisions have not turned on whether the challenged claims recited well understood,
routine, or conventional activities, but rather whether the claims recited how they accomplish their
intended result — an inquiry not found in Mayo or Alice.
For example, in Internet Patents v. Active Network, the Federal Circuit affirmed a Rule 12 dismissal of a
case involving a patent for maintaining information in online forms.[9] In its analysis, the Federal Circuit
acknowledged that the Mayo/Alice inventive concept inquiry is facilitated by considerations analogous
to novelty and obviousness.[10] The Federal Circuit, however, did not use these considerations to find
the claims ineligible.
Rather, both the district court and the Federal Circuit applied considerations analogous to §112. The
district court found that the patent failed to disclose an example of a solution to the problem of
navigating online multipage forms.[11] Adopting the district court’s observation, the Federal Circuit
found that the challenged claims contained no restriction on how to maintain the state of online
forms.[12] Accordingly, the Federal Circuit viewed the claims as describing “an effect or result
dissociated from any method by which the maintaining state is accomplished.”[13] Although these
analyses seem more like an enablement or written description analysis than an eligibility analysis,
neither the district court nor the Federal Circuit cited any authority for applying §112 considerations to
their eligibility determinations. The record also contained no evidence of how a person of ordinary skill
in the art would have read the disclosure, despite the fact that the Supreme Court has held that § 112
issues are to be “evaluated from the perspective of someone skilled in the relevant art.”[14]
The Federal Circuit applied a similar inquiry in Electric Power Group v. Alstom. In affirming summary
judgment of ineligibility of claims relating to the real-time monitoring of an electric power grid, the
Federal Circuit stated that the inventive concept inquiry “must turn to any requirements for how the
desired result is achieved.”[15] The court reasoned that the claims did not pass the “how” test because
they simply recited gathering, sending, and presenting information using a conventional computer.[16]
As in Internet Patents, the court cited no authority for the “how” test. In fact, the court did not even cite
Internet Patents for the “how” test. The court even went a step further and proclaimed that examining
whether the challenged claims cover any solution to the identified problem is a useful way to double
check whether claims satisfy Mayo/Alice step two.[17]
The Federal Circuit, however, has not limited its use of the “how” test to double check its step-two
analysis. More recently, in Intellectual Ventures v. Capital One, the court affirmed summary judgment of
ineligibility of claims relating to modifying XML documents using the “how” test.[18] The court found
that the claims provided only a result-oriented solution and failed to recite sufficient detail for how a
computer overcomes the stated incompatibility problems with XML documents.[19] The Federal Circuit
based its finding on Electric Power.[20] But, as noted above, Electric Power cited no authority for
infusing §112 considerations into the inventive concept inquiry.
Notwithstanding the foregoing cases, the Federal Circuit has not always mixed the patentability inquiry
with the eligibility inquiry. In at least two instances post-Alice, the Federal Circuit stated that the
patentability and eligibility inquiries are entirely separate. Ironically in both instances, and contrary to
the cases blending these two inquiries, the Federal Circuit found the challenged claims patent-eligible.
In Bascom v. ATT Mobility, the Federal Circuit vacated an order dismissing a case on grounds that the
patent-in-suit, which related to filtering content on the Internet, claimed ineligible subject matter.[21]
The Federal Circuit criticized the district court’s ineligibility analysis because it was similar to an
obviousness analysis.[22] The Federal Circuit held that the inventive concept inquiry required “more

than recognizing that each claim element, by itself, was known in the art.”[23] Rather, the Federal
Circuit explained that an inventive concept “can be found in the non-conventional and non-generic
arrangement of known, conventional pieces.”[24] Thus, the Federal Circuit at least implicitly recognized
that claims that may be obvious can still be patent-eligible.
Notably, in her concurrence, Judge Pauline Newman explicitly distinguished between the eligibility
inquiry and the patentability inquiry.[25] Judge Newman opined that emphasis on eligibility has led to
erratic court decisions and thus advocated deciding patent cases on patentability grounds, not eligibility
grounds.[26] Ironically, Judge Newman authored Internet Patents, in which, as noted above, she opined
that eligibility determinations are facilitated by patentability determinations. In her concurrence,
however, Judge Newman appeared to clarify her view, explaining that the only sure way to resolve
whether a claim recites an ineligible abstract idea is to determine whether it meets the criteria of
patentability.[27]
In Amdocs v. Openet Telecom, the Federal Circuit also vacated an order dismissing a case on grounds
that the four patents-in-suit, which related to a system that allows network service providers to account
for and bill for internet protocol network communications, claimed ineligible subject matter.[28] In
doing so, the Federal Circuit ruled that finding the challenged claims to be patent-eligible does not mean
that they are valid.[29] The Federal Circuit expressly acknowledged that the claims had yet to be
separately tested under the statutory conditions for patentability.[30]
Yet while Amdocs drew a bright line between eligibility and patentability, it left open the possibility that
patentability considerations could play a role in eligibility determinations. Despite recognizing the
distinction between the eligibility inquiry and the novelty or obviousness inquiries in his dissent, Judge
Jimmie Reyna opined that “claims that fail to recite how a desired goal is accomplished do not recite an
inventive concept.”[31] The majority rejected Judge Reyna’s approach but acknowledged that it could
be a useful way of double checking whether claims satisfy Mayo/Alice step two.[32]
Legislative Proposals
Because the Supreme Court’s and Federal Circuit’s recent §101 jurisprudence has blurred the line
between eligibility and patentability, three different bar associations — the American Bar Association
Section of Intellectual Property Law, the Intellectual Property Owners Association and the American
Intellectual Property Law Association — have released legislative proposals aimed in part at maintaining
the distinction between patentability and eligibility.[33] Each of these associations recognizes that this
distinction is important for creating certainty about what is eligible for patenting, which in turn
encourages investment in future innovations. Accordingly, each of their proposals contains an
amendment to §101 that provides for determining subject-matter eligibility without regard for the
conditions and requirements of patentability.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Supreme Court injected ambiguity into the §101 eligibility inquiry by drawing on
considerations relevant to other sections of the patent statute. The Federal Circuit added further
uncertainty to the inquiry by frequently applying §112 considerations to its eligibility determinations.
Unless these courts adopt a straightforward approach to their eligibility determinations that follows the
letter of the patent statute, Congress may need to act to restore stability to the patent system.
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